Success Story:

Global leader in innovative software solutions BMC uses Rappid to display BPMN diagrams

**BUSINESS CHALLENGE**
BMC is a global leader in innovative software solutions that enable businesses to transform into digital enterprises for the ultimate competitive advantage. To help users visualize the data they’re working with BMC prepares software which utilizes BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation) diagrams. This complex visualization software consists of hundreds of modules and writing everything from scratch is highly inefficient. Therefore, BMC decided to use a framework which enables drag and drop BPMN design and implementation.

**SOLUTION**
BMC found that the Rappid diagramming framework was exactly what they were looking for, so they tried the free 30 day demo and ultimately decided to use Rappid because:

- It saved them from hundreds of hours of coding
- They didn’t have to outsource the project
- The free open source demo already resembled the desired product
- They could take advantage of features not previously planned
- They had great interactions with friendly and knowledgeable staff

**BUSINESS IMPACT**
BMC found exactly what was needed with Rappid - a sophisticated BPMN designer with drag and drop features - and it continues to play a big role in their upcoming software releases. BMC saved a tremendous amount of time by using Rappid, and feels confident about continuing to use it in the future.

“Access to Rappid’s BPMN demo source code and very good documentation is outstanding in the market. We saved many hours and trouble thanks to easy debugging and well written code, with an easy to understand structure and naming.”

- Alexandr Klymenko, Lead Product Developer at BMC